SAME PRODUCT CATALOG ON ALL CHANNELS
Cartridge for product feed export between Salesforce Commerce Cloud
and Google Shopping
osf.digital

As a merchant, you are always looking to expand sales
and adding popular marketplaces into the mul -channel
distribu on mix is a way to do this. With the
help of OSF Digital and Product Feed for Google
Shopping, our cartridge for Salesforce Commerce
Cloud, you can now integrate the Google Shopping
marketplace with your Salesforce Commerce Cloudbased ecommerce store by expor ng the product
catalog from your commerce store to your new Google
store.
Leverage one of the biggest search engines globally
which is used by shoppers to ﬁnd the products that
they need, by synchronizing your product catalog
with Google’s shopping func onali es—and sell directly
from their marketplace. Delight your customers with a
smooth, store-like experience with quick in-app
ordering or redirect them to your ecommerce website
where in-app checkout is not available.

PLATFORM: Salesforce Commerce Cloud, Google Shopping
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SETUP
Services

CUSTOMIZATION
Services Available

SCHEDULE A LIVE DEMO

A Connected Commerce and Digital Transforma on Company

FEATURES & BENEFITS
EXPORT
PRODUCT FEED
KEEP
BRAND CONSISTENCY

List products on Google Shopping and schedule automa c
updates for products listed on this marketplace.
Through product catalog export, you can ensure brand consistency
between your Salesforce Commerce Cloud store and the store
created on the Google marketplace.

LEVERAGE
ALTERNATIVE CHANNELS

Leverage one of the biggest search engines globally which is used
by shoppers to ﬁnd the products that they need.

AN EASY WAY FOR YOUR
CUSTOMERS TO SHOP

Oﬀer your customers an easy and convenient way to shop without
the burden of going through a long checkout process.

INVENTORY
THRESHOLD

Set a certain inventory threshold, where only products with enough
inventory will be listed on Google Shopping.

PRODUCT
ATTRIBUTES

The Google Shopping marketplace has certain product a ributes
available, which you can use to add to each of your listed
products.

IN-APP
CHECKOUT

SEAMLESS
REDIRECT

ORDER
PROCESS

Your customers will shop easier than ever before. They will be able to
check out without leaving the marketplace, or go directly to your
Salesforce Commerce Cloud-based store if the in-app checkout
func onality is not available in their loca on.
If in-app checkout is not available, you can select where shoppers
will be redirected on your Salesforce Commerce Cloud-based
store. They can land on the product page (PDP) or directly on the
cart page with the item added in the cart.
In-app orders are processed in Google Merchant Center or in
Salesforce Commerce Cloud Business Manager if the shopper is
redirected to the ecommerce store, where they will ﬁnalize the
checkout process.

SCHEDULE LIVE DEMO
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